Students Need to Know Your Only Bias
is for Them to Succeed
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Everyone remembers the feeling — sitting at your desk as your teacher hands back an essay
completely covered with red ink. But a body of mindset research shows there’s a lot at play
in how a student interprets this feedback, especially when it comes to trusting that a teacher
isn’t basing this critical feedback on their race or ethnicity.

criticism as helpful information, while mistrust can
lead people to view critical feedback as a sign of apathy,
antipathy, or evidence of bias.1

research attests to subtle and not-so-subtle cues to
minority students that they are seen as lacking or
not belonging in school5, including harsher discipline,
colder social treatment, and patronizing praise.6

For African-American students, a rise in mistrust
during adolescence can stem from two factors2:
the recognition that they could be seen through the
lens of a negative stereotype about their group’s
intelligence3, and the very real possibility that others
could discriminate against them.4 A large body of

But could there be a way to foster trust among minority
students, and convince them that critical feedback
is coming from teachers’ high expectations and their
belief that the student could meet them? And if a sturdier
foundation of trust is in place, how does it impact
students’ academic performance?

Trusting an evaluator lets people interpret

For African American students, a rise in mistrust during adolescence can stem from two factors in
particular: the recognition that they could be seen through the lens of a negative stereotype about
their group’s intelligence, and the very real possibility that others could discriminate against them.
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David Yeager and seven other
colleagues posed these questions
in their 2014 study published in the
Journal of Experimental Psychology.7
The researchers conducted three
field experiments to test how
fostering trust among minority
middle and high school students
in situations where they received
critical feedback would affect
perceptions of trust and academic
performance.

The interventions
created a sort of
“bubble” in which

for African-American students. Overall
though, both African-American and
white students in the condition group
made twice as many corrections as
students in the control condition.

students’ perceptions

The participants of the third study
were 76 students at a medium-sized
unfair criticism based
urban public high school. One group
on race no longer
of students read testimonials that
applied to the
encouraged them to attribute criticism
feedback at hand.
to teachers’ high standards and their
belief that students could meet them.
Study Designs and Results
For example, one testimonial from
an upperclassman stated: “I’ve come
In the first study, 44 seventh-grade students in
to
learn
that
criticism
doesn’t mean my teacher sees
three social studies classrooms were asked to write a
me as dumb. It means they think their students can
five-paragraph essay about a personal hero. All the
reach that high standard.” (Two other control groups
students received critical feedback on their essay
received a placebo, neutral testimonial, or played
from their teacher, but only half the students received
puzzles and received no testimonial.) African-American
an attached note that stated: “I’m giving you these
students who listened to the testimonials improved
comments because I have very high expectations
their performance in core subjects—resulting in
and I know that you can reach them.” Meanwhile,
roughly
a third of a grade point on the GPA scale. The
the students in the control group received a placebo
intervention
did not affect white students’ grades,
note that said, “I’m giving you these comments so
however. By the end of the semester, the intervention
that you’ll have feedback on your paper.” Students who
had closed the racial achievement gap by about
received the first note were more likely to revise their
39
percent.
essay and return it to their teacher. The effect was only
and expectations of

significant for African-American students—71 percent
who received the “high expectations” note revised
their essay, compared with 17 percent who got the
placebo note.
Students who were given the “high expectations”
note were more likely to go back and revise, but did
the actual quality of the student’s work improve? A
second experiment asked teachers to grade another
group of 44 seventh-graders’ revised essays on a
rubric, without knowing which note the student
received from the researchers. The “high expectations”
message led students to earn higher scores on their
revised essays. Again, the effect was only significant

Assuaging Mistrust in Adolescents
The authors of the studies conclude that helping
students perceive critical feedback as a reflection of
a teacher’s high standards, and not of bias, halted
the effect of mistrust.
Interestingly, the authors hypothesize that white
students may be less visibly stigmatized, which
lets them take teachers’ comments at face value.
Meanwhile, African-American students’ group
membership may cause them to question a teacher’s
intentions, leaving more room for mistrust.
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The interventions created a sort of “bubble” in which
students’ perceptions and expectations of unfair
criticism based on race no longer applied to the
feedback at hand. In the case of the third study, this
powerful impact continued through the year,
compounding on itself to change students’ perceptions of critical feedback overall.

had an enduring effect on students’ lives. AfricanAmerican students who had received the “high
expectations” note were protected from the typical
drops in distrust observed in seventh grade. These
students received 50 percent fewer disciplinary
referrals and were more likely to enroll in a four-year
college immediately after high school graduation—
nearly six years after receiving the intervention.8

Recent results based on a series of follow-ups with
these same students showed that the intervention

African-American students who had received the “high expectations” note were protected from the
typical drops in distrust observed in seventh grade. [They] received fewer disciplinary referrals and
were more likely to enroll in a four-year college immediately after high school graduation.
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